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Nature, October 2019 - Google estimated that its sampling calculation — the one
that takes 3 minutes and 20 seconds on Sycamore — would take 10,000 years
for 100,000 conventional computers, running the fastest algorithms currently
known



“What is going to be created will
effectively be a god…..It’s not a god in the
sense that it makes lightning or causes
hurricanes. But if there is something a
billion times smarter than the smartest
human, what else are you going to call it?”

Anthony Levandowski Interview with WIRED, 11/15/2017
https://www.wired.com/story/anthony-levandowski-artificial-

intelligence-religion/

https://www.wired.com/story/anthony-levandowski-artificial-intelligence-religion/






‘Eritis Sicut Deus’

‘You will be like God’
Genesis 3:5
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Historical Background
ØRenaissance and Reformation

ØMuslim scholars endeavours of acquiring knowledge gave full

submission to Islam with compliance of Islamic principles and ideals

Ø Industrial revolutions:

• Narrative on Economic Progress and Industrial Growth

• Objective of Advancement of Technology

• Superiority of Human element or machines and algorithms?

• Mixed blessing?



Industrial Revolu0ons
Timeframe & Major Technologies Negative Outcomes

First Industrial Revolution
1760 – 1840

Mechanization, water & steam power and 
railways

Ø Waves of migration
Ø Start of Age of Imperialism 
Ø Establishment of International colonial order 
Ø Expansion of Great Britain’s hegemonic colonization and material reserves
Ø Transatlantic slave trade 

Second Industrial Revolu:on
1860 – 1930

Electrical power to ignite mass producPon

Ø Global Industrial Nexus and Free Trade
Ø Colonial domination of Africa
Ø Chaotic urbanization
Ø Changes in family and kinship structures
Ø Isolation of individuals
Ø Income disparities
Ø Creation of mutually opposing social classes
Ø Ideological and political reactionary movements
Ø Fascist, Nazi, Communist and Liberal regimes
Ø World War II

Third and Fourth Industrial Revolution 
1960’s onwards

Ø Information and communication
technologies, digitalization and micro
electronics
Ø Cyber-physical systems - interconnectivity
between physical, biological and digital
spheres

Ø Increasing socioeconomic marginalisation
Ø Climate change
Ø Hyper Globalization
Ø Rise of transnational crime or terror networks
Ø Offshoring
Ø Inequality
Ø Misuse of Technology - Source of national power and a tool to wage war



Islamic Civilization

• Cumulative civilization
• Religious foundation - Islamic ideology with its universal appeal
• World vision, Islamic way of governance and statecraft
• Historical cultural, social, ecological, educational, geographical,

economic and political formation
• Equality, social justice, rule of Law, moderation, diverse, moral

principles and tolerance
• Suffered colonial domination
• Industrialisation – Nothing new to Islamic tradition
• 21.7% of the world’s land mass
• 24% of the world's population (54 countries, 1.8 Billion

population)
• 74% of the world’s oil
• 54% of the world’s natural gas reserves
• Massive mineral resources in few of Muslim African countries
• 8% of the Global GDP (around $7 trillion)
• Approximately 500 Million Internet users
• Falling behind in economy, scientific development, academics and

social progress
• Wars & Instabilities



A staggering confluence of technological innovations across the
physical, digital, and biological spheres are creating disruptive
transformations that will leave no aspect of global society untouched.

Welcoming Faith in the Fourth  Industrial Revolution 
Klaus Schwab,

June 21, 2016
https://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/responses/welcoming-faith-in-the-fourth-industrial-revolution





Fatwa Section, Islamic Affairs and Charitable 
Activities Department (IACAD) 

www.iacad.gov.ae



Introduction
Ø Fourth Industrial Revolution, a complex issue:

• Not achieved any global consensus
• Notions are highly problematic
o Specific Interests or Technology - What is changing the 

world?
o Empowerment or disruption?
o Long term illusive and vague goals - Sustainability?

Ø Quest to achieve optimum efficiency and profit
Ø Elitist view of history - Reinforces their positions of power
Ø Achieving culture standardization through technology, 

capitalism and world politics 
Ø Least ethical, moral, ecological or religious considerations –

Absence of regulatory frameworks 



Introduction
Ø Interests underlying Fourth Industrial Revolution:

• Market expansion

• Commercial potential

• Reduction of labour costs through the use of technology
ØDesigning technologies in the interests of the rich and
powerful

ØTechnologies are creating significant inequalities

Ø2016 report by Swiss bank UBS

Ø2016 article titled, ‘Shaping the Fourth Industrial Revolution’
by Klaus Schwab

Ø2018 report titled, “Future of Jobs” by World Economic
Forum



Introduction
Ø A deeper analysis and intellectual comprehension is required as way forward

with Fourth Industrial Revolution and for preserving Islamic ideals
Ø This descriptive and conceptual study provides a historical and general overview

of globalization and Fourth Industrial Revolution and contemporary challenges
these are posing to Islamic civilization

Ø The study also suggests measures as a way forward in the given situation



The Challenges of IR 4.0 in an Islamic System of Governance 
ØCivilization - a largest aggregate of identity
ØCivilizational perspective / a analytical tool that defies:
• The supremacy of global self regulating markets
• Confronts economic and political nature of capitalism
• Puts historical dialectical resistance to vision of global homogenization

through globalization

ØCreating an understanding for the future about implications of West led Fourth
Industrial Revolution, still remains a crucial obligations for Muslim scholars

Any technology bringing power or causing comfort is welcomed by every
Muslim government and its population. Limited convincing power over
Muslim masses



Religious Challenges
Ø Future of Religion:

• Unprecedented access to knowledge has started to define and enforce limits of religion
• Future where faith may have to compete with material objects
• A stumbling block in rapid and massive technological leaps?
• Connectivity - New virtue and basis of solidarity

Ø Quasi-religions, finite entity becoming the centre of worship or a form of social practice:
• First Industrial Revolution - The idea of progress, together with a form of humanism
• Second Industrial Revolution - The idea of power and the nation
• Third Industrial Revolution - Market and Individual
• Fourth Industrial Revolution -
o Techno-humanism
o Dataism
o Artificial Intelligence
vA New Religion - ‘Way of the Future Church’ by Anthony Levandowski

(http://www.wayofthefuture.church/)

http://www.wayofthefuture.church/


Religious Challenges 
Ø Humans as Creators?
• Upgrade, redesign or create ourselves

oEmbryonic stem cell research
oHuman or therapeutic cloning

• Manufacture humanoid robots
• Laws on embryonic stem cell research and human

cloning are mostly absent in Islamic countries however
Turkey, Egypt and Iran are researching in this field
• Affects our specialness - Dr Beth Singler, researcher at

the Faraday Institute for Science and Religion
Ø Weakening of the Islamic religious authorities
Ø Importance of religion has not been realized by global

capitalist elite
Ø Rising situation ignites conflict between science and

religion



Political Challenges
Ø Maintain pace with technological advancements
Ø Challenges prevailing mode of economic and 

political governance of Muslim governments 
Ø States sovereignty 
Ø Rapid urbanization
Ø Fourth Industrial Revolution can promote authoritarian behaviour
• Tools of manipulation and dominance 
• Tools to initiate intense monitoring of public 
• 5G - Unthinkable surveillance potential 
• Detrimental to democracy and human rights

Ø Detrimental to world peace
• Sophisticated cyber attacks
• Politically humiliating public disclosures 
• Security, trust and privacy 
• Considerable cost of preventing such activities
• Escalation of ethnic, nationalist or religious extremism



Cultural Challenges
Ø Neo Liberal Capitalism powered with technologies of Fourth Industrial 

Revolution
Ø Secularist worldview / Culture and values of materialism:  
• Affect consciousness, social relations, communication and understanding of 

truth 
• Influence fundamental ideas, values and trends within Muslim societies 
• A vacuum of belongingness in traditional social relations 

Ø Misuse of social networking technologies and cyber space within Muslim 
societies:
• Eradicate the sense of personal and communal privacy
• Foreign dominant culture 
• Penetration to influence Muslim opinions 
• Advances in ‘deep fake technology’ 
• Culture of ‘celebrity’ status 

Ø Degeneration of Muslim youth 
Ø Instability, anger, resentment, tensions or protests within Muslim societies due 

to economic inequality



Literature Review
Book / Article, Author &

Year of Publication Central Idea

The Globotics Upheaval: 
Globalization, Robotics, and the 

Future of Work (2019) by 
Richard Baldwin

ØCombination of computer and robotics, a globotics upheaval which threatens foundation of
welfare states
ØRadical changes in world economy responsible for many social and economic ills prevailing
today

Shaping the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution (2016) by 

Klaus Schwab

Ø Irrespective of great outcomes of Fourth Industrial Revolution, it still can cause
marginalization and inequality for few, create security and political risks and can undermine
human relationships and identity
Ø Called for putting an end to elite supremacy

Thank you for being late – An 
optimist’s guide to thriving in the age 

of Accelerations (2016) by 
Thomas Friedman

ØChanges brought by Fourth Industrial Revolution like movement of production houses and
employment opportunities from the West to the East Asia, arrival of unemployed immigrants
to the industrialized West, have caused annoyance, fear and resentment among the white
middle classes and resultantly they turned to leaders like US President Donald Trump, who
effectively exploited their plight in last US elections
ØBrexit one such destabilizing development
ØSlow pace of adjustment with rapid technological advancements is causing social instability
or undermining of democratic institutions even within European societies



Suggestions 
Ø Muslim world massive potential
• Islamic economy is experiencing significant growth
• Possible increase in Islamic finance - US$6.7 trillion by 2020
• Improving halal industries
• Muslim travel sector

Ø Quantum Computing and Artificial intelligence
• UAE
oCentre for Fourth Industrial Revolution
oThe National Artificial Intelligence Strategy 2031
oMinister of State for Artificial Intelligence
oArtificial Intelligence Ethics Board
o UAE-Israel Abraham Accord
• Saudi Arabia
o Uthmaniyah Gas Plant - “Lighthouse” manufacturing facility in application

of ‘Advanced Analytics and Artificial Intelligence’ solutions
Ø Smooth ethical transition is required
Ø Not giving a blind embrace for Fourth Industrial Revolution 



Muslim Scholars / 
Religious Authorities

ØPromoting thoughtful commentary on 

Fourth Industrial Revolution and making 

their governments sense the future 

ØMust explore new forms of modernity 

ØPerceiving technological advancements 

in a different light 

ØResist calls of ‘Techno-Religions and 

Silicon Prophets’ 

ØMust be prepared to look into and 

provide Sharia compliance perspective / 

Maqasid al- Shariah

ØRational attention to social implications 

Muslim Governments 
ØEnabler of change and regulators of
markets
ØPreserve social cohesion in Muslim
societies today
ØPrepare and train youth
ØEffective and modern education system
ØDevising a moral and regulatory
framework of the fourth industrial revolution
ØTransformation of governance
ØActive participation of women in industrial
development
ØPromotion of entrepreneurial culture and
connectivity in form Muslim business
community networking
ØFuture Studies should be promoted in
Muslim countries - Establishment of ‘Future
Studies’ in Universiti Brunei Darussalam as
an academic subject
ØRole of SOASCIS



Conclusion 
• Upcoming chaos - “Tools of their tools” Henry 

David Thoreau 
• Exploration and advancement in fields of science 

and technology is a testimony to Allah’s greatness
• Common ground between science and God-

consciousness
• Societal change in Muslim societies
• Empowerment of human resources both cultural 

and ethical
• Adherence to standards of justice, sustainability 

and social stability
• Resolving & addressing most pressing and critical 

issues facing mankind rather than developing 
material instruments



"Are those who have 
knowledge and those who have 
no knowledge alike? Only the 

men of understanding are 
mindful. “

Surah Az-Zumar, 39:9
Holy Quran 


